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ABSTRACT

We present RetroFab, an end-to-end design and fabrication
environment that allows non-experts to retrofit physical
interfaces. Our approach allows for changing the layout and
behavior of physical interfaces. Unlike customizing software
interfaces, physical interfaces are often challenging to adapt
because of their rigidity. With RetroFab, a new physical
interface is designed that serves as a proxy interface for the
legacy controls that are now operated by actuators. RetroFab
makes this concept of retrofitting devices available to nonexperts by automatically generating an enclosure structure
from an annotated 3D scan. This enclosure structure holds
together actuators, sensors as well as components for the
redesigned interface. To allow retrofitting a wide variety of
legacy devices, the RetroFab design tool comes with a toolkit
of 12 components. We demonstrate the versatility and novel
opportunities of our approach by retrofitting five domestic
objects and exploring their use cases. Preliminary user
feedback reports on the experience of retrofitting devices
with RetroFab.
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Figure 1: Retrofitting a legacy toaster with RetroFab. (a)
The toaster is scanned, (b) the legacy interface is
annotated, (c) the attached enclosure is generated, (d) the
physical interface and behavior of the retrofit interface is
adapted, (e) the enclosure is fabricated and assembled, (f)
the new retrofit toaster is perfectly toasting.

INTRODUCTION

Popular computing devices, such as desktops and
smartphones are easy to interconnect and their graphical user
interface can be adapted to changing user needs. In contrast,
devices and appliances such as ovens, thermostats and
toasters, are often designed to be static and non-adaptive.
Although smart versions of these appliances have become
available [30,31] and advancements in sensing technologies
for the Internet of Things [12,18] have started to enable basic
forms of interconnectivity, they do so at the expense of
increased costs or permanent structural changes [4].

Additionally, users have to purchase a new smart device to
replace their existing legacy device even though it may still
be completely functional.
The tangibility and rigidity of these legacy devices make it
hard for an end user to change the user interface, as one
may do with software applications through plug-ins, reverse
engineering [7], or runtime toolkit overloading [10]. For
instance, it is not feasible to resolve design mistakes or
adapt an interface to users’ evolving or custom needs (e.g.,
impaired users).
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To make changes to legacy infrastructures and allow for
interconnectivity, one can retrofit the physical user
interfaces, for example, to augment light switches [32] and
dials [33,34]. When retrofitting, a redesigned physical
component is placed over top of the original component,
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thus serving as a proxy interface. Mechanical actuators are
often used to manipulate the original interface, while
sensors detect states of the device (e.g., via LED
indicators). This avoids the complications and risks of fully
disassembling and rewiring existing electronic components,
and is akin to customizing a software user interface without
accessing or modifying its source code [9].

This work draws from, and builds upon prior work in 3D
model generation, intercepting interactions with legacy
objects and design tools for sensor-based interactions.
While our work is also related to smart appliances and
home automation, a review of such literature is beyond the
scope of this work. We refer the reader to existing extensive
surveys on such topics [1,4,5,24].

Although these appliance specific retrofitting kits [32-34]
are easy to install, the redesigned interface that is now
exposed is static and cannot be reconfigured by novices to
adapt to personal or changing user needs. Davidoff et al. [8]
experimented with customizable retrofit interfaces using the
LEGO Mindstorms toolkit. However, the mechanisms had
to be manually designed and constructed, required precise
structures and brackets that fit over top of the appliances,
and did not provide a new physical interface for a user.

Automating 3D Modeling and Fabrication Processes

The current popularity of 3D printing and digital fabrication
has led to a number of recent works in the HCI literature
related to modeling and fabrication processes.
Closest to our own work, a number of projects have
developed techniques to aid the construction of physical
objects that contain electronic or interactive components.
Makers’ Marks [21] is a system that allows users to create
complex physical objects that incorporate elements such as
hinges, parting lines and electronics using sculpting
material and stickers for annotation. Enclosed [28] is a
software tool that enables users to easily generate lasercuttable enclosures for electronic components. PipeDream
[22] automatically routes pipes through 3D models to allow
for post hoc insertion of conductive materials. Our work
similarly aids the fabrication of objects which can house
electronic components, but for the specific purpose of
retrofitting an existing physical interface.

To enable users without a technical background in 3D
modelling, programming, or electronics to customize and
enhance devices and appliances, we present RetroFab, a
design tool that automates the process of retrofitting a
physical interface (Figure 1). From an annotated 3D scan of
an existing legacy object (Figure 1b), RetroFab
automatically generates circuitry, firmware and a physical
enclosure that precisely fits over top of the legacy interface
(Figure 1c-f). These enclosures house mechanical actuators
and sensing components to automatically control the device
and observe its state (e.g. sensing the state of an LED).

We also build upon work that automates, simplifies, or
accelerates the design and fabrication process. For example,
Fabrickation [16] allows users to rapidly prototype
functional 3D objects by integrating LEGO blocks into the
design, thus reducing print time. Lau et al. provide a system
that decomposes 3D models of furniture into its constituent
components and connectors, allowing users to fabricate the
discrete elements [14]. RetroFab takes inspiration from this
line of research, automating the 3D modeling of the
physical enclosure which houses electronic components.

Similar to “smart” versions of appliances [30-31], retrofit
interfaces generated with RetroFab allow for automated
tasks, interconnected devices, remote control through a
companion mobile app, and analytics. Retrofit interfaces
designed with RetroFab also go beyond these standard
“smart” features by interconnecting multiple heterogeneous
devices, and enabling users to customize their layout and
behaviors.
The primary contributions of this paper are in the integrated
design and fabrication tool that enables custom refactoring
of physical interfaces. Specifically, we contribute:

Also related to our work is the recent concept of fabricating
directly onto existing objects, or patching [25]. This can be
accomplished by placing the existing object on a 5 axis
rotating platform [25] or on a custom 3D printed support
stand [6]. MixFab [29] provides users with a mixed-reality
environment where they can incorporate real-world objects
into the design of virtual, 3D objects which can then be
fabricated, thus making it easier for users to design with
existing, tangible objects. RetroFab extends such work by
not only printing parts that fit onto existing physical
objects, but embedding electronic components which can
retrofit an existing object’s user interface.

(1) A mechatronic toolkit, consisting of 12 components,
optimized for actuating common controls used in household
objects and appliances. The toolkit exposes an easy plugand-play electronics interface to the user.
(2) An end-to-end design and fabrication tool that
automatically generates 3D printable enclosures that attach
RetroFab toolkit components to legacy devices.
Additionally, the tool assists users in the assembly process,
as well as the design of new proxy interfaces.

Intercepting Interactions with Legacy Objects

(3) The presentation of a set of sample objects generated
using RetroFab, and an exploration of some of the use cases
enabled by RetroFab.

Several researchers have developed novel sensing
techniques to provide interaction possibilities to existing
objects without dramatically modifying the original object.
Touché [20] uses swept-frequency capacitive sensing to
detect users’ touches and gestures on existing objects.
Touch and activate uses a similar approach but uses

Preliminary user feedback assesses the usability and utility
of RetroFab, and demonstrates the system’s ease of use.
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uultrasonic sign
nals rather than
n capacitive [17]. Patel et al.
a
[18] describe a method for detecting
d
when
n appliances are
a
ppowered on by
y unobtrusivelly monitoring electrical noiise
w
within the hom
me, opening up
p possibilities for
f user-friend
dly
ssensing within a smart home.. ElectricSensee [12] proposess a
ssimilar approacch, but both off these technolo
ogies are limited
too sensing and provide
p
no actu
uation or contrrol capabilities.

within the context of paper circcuit creation, which we
extendd to physical user interfacces by centraalizing the
interprreter on a singlle PC and addinng networkingg support to
facilitaate intercommuunication.
RETRO
OFAB
Overviiew and Definitions

The kkey idea behinnd this work is to refactoor physical
interfacces by mountiing a redesignned proxy inteerface over
top of the existing foorm factor thatt is able to inteercept user
mechanical
input aand redirect it tto the originall object using m
actuatoors, while allso interceptinng device ooutput and
redireccting it to the uuser (Figure 2).

D
Davidoff et al.
a [8] introdu
uced the idea of mechaniccal
hhijacking – using motors to actuate
a
existing
g controls. Theeir
w
work explored bespoke desig
gns to actuate specific
s
controls.
R
Recently, theree have been sev
veral commerccial products th
hat
ccapitalize on mechanical
m
hij
ijacking, such as SwitchMaate
[32], Meld [33], and Lockitro
on [34]. Thesee devices fit ov
ver
toop of existing light switches, oven knobs, and deadbolts to
tuurn existing controls into smart controls. While useerffriendly and eaasy to install, each
e
device caan only interfaace
w
with a very sp
pecific type off control. In contrast
c
to theese
w
works, we prov
vide a complette design tool that
t
allows useers
too easily scan, annotate, and fabricate a new
w set of contro
ols
too retrofit a wid
de variety of co
ontrols.

We deefine the legaccy interface ass the target obbject which
the useer wishes to m
modify. The leggacy interface consists of
one orr more compoonents: legacy controls for iinput (e.g.,
buttonss) and legacy iindicators for ooutput (e.g., LE
EDs).

D
Design Tools for
f Sensor-Ba
ased Interactio
ons

T
There are a nu
umber of produ
ucts and researrch projects th
hat
hhave enabled novices
n
to buiild electronic devices,
d
such as
P
Phidgets [11], littleBits [3], and .NET Gadgeteer [27
7].
T
These plug-and
d-play devices are easy to usse and providee a
sstandard set of
o compatiblee components.. However, for
f
nnovice users, itt is not alway
ys clear which components are
a
rrequired or suittable for a given process, an
nd many of theese
ccomponents stiill require som
me programmin
ng or electroniics
kknowledge.
M
Many methods and techniquees have been prroposed to allo
ow
eend users to pro
ogram devices and smart objeects more easilly.
U
Using simple trigger-action
t
mappings,
m
IFT
TTT [35] allow
ws
uusers to map events to action
ns (e.g., a userr’s GPS locatio
on
ccan cause smarrt light bulbs to
o turn on or offf). While simplle,
thhis programmiing paradigm has been foun
nd to be suitab
ble
ffor many of thee home automaation tasks userrs desire [26].

Figurre 2: Overview of the retrofittiing process. Sen
nsors and
actuaators are placeed on the legaacy interface, w
with new
contrrols and indicattors placed on a new, retrofit in
nterface.

RetroF
Fab automaticaally generates a 3D enclosurre structure
from aan annotated 33D scan of thhe legacy inteerface. The
system
m allows the user to definne retrofit conntrols and
retrofitt indicators ass the input andd output compoonents that
make uup the new retrrofit interface. A layer of acttuators and
sensors
rs are used to innterface betweeen the retrofit and legacy
interfacces.

A
Ash et al. [2]] describe a visual
v
program
mming language
bbased on Scrratch that alllows users to
o program th
he
ffunctionality off their smart objects.
o
Howev
ver, this requirres
thhe device to already
a
have sm
mart functionaality and suppo
ort
ffor their language. Similarly
y, Modkit [15] allows users to
pprogram Ardu
uino microcontrollers using Scratch and a
ccustom shield
d, and Jigsaw [13] prov
vides a visu
ual
pprogramming language for sm
mart objects. These
T
languagees,
hhowever, still require users to have some knowledge of
pprogramming and
a electronics components to
o select the rig
ght
ccomponents.

Walkth
hrough: Refac
ctoring a Toas
ster

The ffollowing wallkthrough illuustrates the pprocess of
retrofittting a legacyy interface usinng RetroFab ((Figure 1).
We usse the examplle of a toasteer, and in lateer sections
describbe additional functionality and use cases. For the
toasterr, the legacy interface is coomposed of thhe various
buttonss (cancel, baggel, defrost, and reheat), a dial for
temperrature control, a lever to push the toast up and down,
and a sset of indicationn LEDs.

T
The Pulsation paradigm
p
propo
osed in PaperP
Pulse [19] allow
ws
ffor more com
mplex logic deefinition by su
upporting lineear
rregression maappings, in ad
ddition to mapping
m
discreete
trriggers and actions. Add
ditionally, Pullsation supporrts
pprogramming by demonsstration, allow
wing for th
he
cconstruction off complex logiic rules without programmin
ng
eexperience. Ho
owever, Pulsaation was onlly implemented

The foollowing exampple shows how
w RetroFab cann be used to
interceept all interacttions and add one extra buttton on the
toasterr as a shortcut to a preferred setting – a deefrost cycle
to thaw
w the bread, theen a mild toastting.
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S
Step 1: 3D Scanning and An
nnotating Con
ntrols

this froont panel by reepositioning thhe retrofit com
mponents or
by repllacing them w
with alternative components aavailable in
the tooolbar. Figure 1dd shows an addditional pushbuutton being
added to the toaster tthat will serve aas a shortcut too the user’s
favoritte toast setting..

T
The user starts by 3D scannin
ng the toaster using
u
the Skaneect
33D scanning so
oftware1 and a Microsoft Kiinect. Before th
he
sscan, the butto
ons and LEDss are highlightted by coverin
ng
thhem with tape to ensure theiir visibility eveen in low qualiity
33D scans by novices
n
(Figure 1a). The user loads the 3D
3
m
model in the RetroFab deesign tool and
d annotates th
he
pposition of thee legacy contrrols and indiccators using th
he
bbrushes in the toolbar on the left. The system contains on
ne
bbrush for eveery type of supported legaacy control an
nd
inndicator (Figurre 1b).

By deffault, retrofit controls are cconfigured to mirror the
actionss of their assocciated legacy ccontrols: pushinng the new
retrofitt defrost buttonn on the encloosure structure will cause
the leggacy defrost button on thee toaster to bbe pushed.
Similarrly, output iss redirected ffrom the toasster to the
enclosuure structure: w
when the legaacy LED repressenting the
defrostt state on thee toaster turnss on, the corrresponding
retrofitt LED on the eenclosure lightss up.

S
Step 2: Autom
mated Enclosurre Design

O
Once the anno
otations are fin
nished, RetroFab positions th
he
hhousings for alll actuators an
nd sensors: lineear actuators for
f
thhe pushbuttonss and lever, steepper motors fo
or dials and lig
ght
ssensors for LE
EDs (Figure 3a). RetroFab
b highlights th
he
rregion that willl be redesigned
d, and thus cov
vered by the neew
pphysical enclossure. The user extends this region
r
to include
thhe area wheree the new shorrtcut button wiill be positioned
((Figure 3b).

The usser can alter thhis default behhavior or add extra logic
for nnew componnents using a Program
mming by
Demonnstration paraddigm [19]. Ussers demonstraate actions
directlyy on top of thhe 3D models of the respecttive retrofit
compoonents and cann also record functional reelationships
betweeen these actionns. Figure 5 shhows the user specifying
the loggic of the new
w button on thhe toaster: If pressed, the
lever goes down, and the deffrost button iis pushed.
Additioonally, the useer can specifyy that when deefrosting is
finisheed (sensed by tthe LED next tto the defrost bbutton), the
toast ggoes back in forr a second timee at a higher teemperature,
resultinng in perfectlyy crisp toast!

Figure 3: (a)) The orange region depicts the enclosuree
region that RetroFab deriives based on
n the specified
d
components. (b)
( The user manually
m
extend
ds the region to
o
have additiona
al space for the new shortcut button.
b

R
RetroFab respo
onds by geneerating the 3D
D model of th
he
eenclosure (Figu
ure 1c). Finally,, the user speciffies the preferred
loocation of the mounting brackets
b
(using
g a brush) th
hat
aattaches the encclosure structurre to the toaster (Figure 4).

Figurre 5: The user m
manually speciffies a logic rule using the
Pulsaation engine to p
program the peerfect toast settiing.
Step 4
4: Fabrication and Assembly
y

When the design is ccomplete, RetrroFab generatees: (1) STL
files too be printed ouut using a 3D printer (FDM printer for
our prrototypes), (2) Microcontrooller code thaat can be
directlyy uploaded to aan Arduino plaatform, and (3)) Assembly
instrucctions to guidee users in connnecting the acttuators and
sensorss to the microccontroller.

Figure 4: Thee mounting brackets allow th
he enclosure to
o
easily be addeed to or removed
d from a legacy
y object.

Figure 1e shows the assembled 3D printed enclossure and its
embeddded actuatorss, sensors, annd retrofit coomponents.
Finallyy, the enclosurre structure is aattached to thee toaster by
gluing the feet of thhe mounting bbrackets to thee appliance
(Figuree 1f). The moounting bracket is designed so that the
enclosuure structure is easy to detach using screw
ws, leaving
only thhe feet of the m
mounting brackkets behind (Figgure 1e).

S
Step 3: Redesiigning the Inte
erface and Be
ehavior

R
RetroFab autom
matically integ
grates a retrofitt interface in th
he
ffront panel of the
t enclosure structure
s
that serves as a prox
xy
ffor the legacy interface. If desired,
d
the usser can redesig
gn
1

http://skanect.occipital.com
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O
Once the enclo
osure structuree is attached, RetroFab
R
guid
des
thhe user throug
gh a process to
o calibrate all the actuators an
nd
ssensors.

Fab design
For evvery componennt in the toolkkit, the RetroF
tool haas a specific coomponent houusing that is inntegrated in
the ennclosure structuure to facilitaate assembly aand ensure
precisee positioning. This is particcularly importaant for the
actuatoors, which operrate the underlying legacy coontrols.

S
Step 5: Deploy
yment

A
All logic defin
ned using RettroFab runs on
o a central PC
P
w
which commun
nicates continu
uously to the retrofit
r
interfacce.
T
This makes itt possible to reconfigure the
t
behavior of
ddevices at run time
t
and allow
w for interconneectivity. Figuree 6
sshows the user linking the “sn
nooze” button of his retrofitted
aalarm clock to his personal “perfect
“
toast”” shortcut butto
on
oon the toaster.

Figurre 8: The ReetroFab Toolkiit; Left) actuaators and
sensoors; the white m
material of the dial and linearr actuator
is thee parametric coomponent of thee design which conforms
to thee scanned contrrol. Right) contrrols and indicattors.
Figure 6: As all
a of a user’s retrofit
r
objects share the samee
workspace, they can be interconnected
i
to link theirr
functionality and
a enable hom
me automation tasks.
t

To makke it possible ffor users withoout electronics knowledge
to usee the RetroFabb toolkit, wirees have a color coding
schemee and integratee the necessaryy electronic coomponents,
such aas resistors, in them. Our tooolkit is easiestt to deploy
using tthe Adafruit M
Motor Shield2, w
which avoids ccomplex Hbridge electronic coonstructions. A
As such, compponents are
conneccted directly to the microcontroller by following
instrucctions providedd in the RetroF
Fab design tool, avoiding
the neeed for com
mplex electronnic wiring ddesigns on
breadbboards.

W
When the userr launches thee companion RetroFab
R
mobiile
aapplication, all retrofitted dev
vices are autom
matically loadeed,
aand display theeir functionalitiies to allow fo
or remote contrrol
((Figure 7).

Figurre 9: Inside vieew of a) push aactuator, b) waall switch
actuaator and c) rock
ker switch actuaator.
Figure 7: All of the function
nality of a retro
ofit interface iss
plication.
also available in the companiion Android app

Our cuustom designedd mechanical aactuators use offf-the-shelf
DC, seervo, and steppper motors, iin combinationn with 3D
printedd transmissionn mechanisms,, to achieve tthe desired
mechannical movem
ment. Figure 9a shows how the
pushbuutton actuatorr uses a thrreaded rod tto convert
rotationnal movemennt of a geareed DC motorr to linear
movem
ment. A pressuure sensor is aattached to thee tip of the
piston to reverse thee motor when the pressure oon the push
button reaches the calibrated valuee. In contrast, the rocker
witch actuatorss use micro sservos and
switch and wall sw
eccentrric crank mechhanisms (Figurre 9b-c).

R
RetroFab Toollkit

T
To enable retro
ofitting a widee variety of deevices, RetroFab
ccomes with a set
s of electricall and mechanical primitives to
rretrofit commo
on physical in
nterface components, such as
ppushbuttons, ro
otary dials, ro
ocker and walll switches, an
nd
L
LEDs.
F
Figure 8 showss the full RetrroFab toolkit, consisting
c
of (a)
(
aactuators, (b) sensors,
s
(c) controls, and (d)) indicators. Th
he
aactuators and sensors are po
ositioned insid
de the enclosu
ure
aand concealed
d, while the controls and indicators are
a
ppositioned on th
he outside of th
he surface, forrming the retrofit
innterface.

2
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T
The componen
nts that make up legacy inteerfaces come in
ddifferent shapees and sizes and
a
are often closely packed
toogether on co
ontrol panels. Our actuatorrs are therefo
ore
ddesigned to be as small ass possible wh
hile still havin
ng
ssufficient forcee. The width of our pushbu
utton actuator is
112mm (Figure 8), making it even
e
possible to
t actuate legacy
ccontrols that haave that same distance betw
ween their centter
ppoints. Additio
onally, actuatorrs are represen
nted in RetroFab
bby parametric 3D models, to allow theem to scale to
ddifferent sizes and shapes (white
(
materiaal in Figure 8).
8
R
RetroFab adjussts the size of the rack useed in the lineear
aactuator, for ex
xample, using information
i
off the 3D scanned
m
model. Similarly, the parameeters of the rotary dial actuattor
aallow it to take on the exact in
nverse shape of the knob of th
he
ddial in the 3D scanned
s
model.

Figurre 10: left) M
Mounting feet cconform to th
he curved
surfaace of a desk laamp, right) thee retrofit dial aallows for
greatter positioning aaccuracy when tuning the freq
quency of
an alaarm clock radioo.

This laayered approaach facilitates the assembly of retrofit
compoonents on the fr
front panel and back structuree which are
later gglued togetherr. In contrastt, the back sttructure is
mounteed on top of thhe feet of the mounting bracckets using
screwss. This is enaabled by the T
T-slot design inside the
mountiing brackets (F
Figure 11). As a result, only the feet of
the moounting brackkets need to bbe glued to tthe legacy
device . Afterwards, the enclosuree structure cann be easily
removeed using the screws, leavinng only the ffeet of the
mountiing brackets beehind (Figure 11e).

T
To measure pro
operties of con
ntrols that are not
n visible in th
he
33D scanned mo
odel, such as movement
m
range of pushbuttons
aand dials or brrightness rangee of indicator LEDs,
L
RetroFab
eemploys a calib
bration procedu
ure. Once the user
u connects th
he
((temporary) callibration button
n to the micro
ocontroller of th
he
rretrofit interfacce after the fab
brication and assembly phasse,
thhe states of eaach actuator/sen
nsor are calibraated one by on
ne.
D
During this pro
ocedure, actuaators/sensors arre activated an
nd
thhe user preesses the caalibration button when th
he
aactuator/sensorr is in the requ
uested state e.g. on/off state for
f
liight sensors observing
o
indiccator LEDs, min/max
m
state or
ddiscrete states for rotary diaal actuators. The RetroFab UI
U
ssupports remo
oving calibrattion samples and averagin
ng
m
multiple samplees.
E
Enclosures

R
RetroFab supports the design
n of two typees of enclosurees:
aattached enclo
osures, which attach directly
y to the legacy
innterface and remote enclo
osures, which can optionallly
hhouse the retrofit interface separately fro
om the attached
eenclosure. Belo
ow the design
n consideration
ns for these tw
wo
tyypes of enclosu
ures are outlined. Once desig
gned, the metho
od
ffor specifying their
t
behaviorss are equivalentt.
A
Attached Enclosures

A
Attached enclo
osures are co
omputationally designed wiith
R
RetroFab and always
a
consist of three layerss that are printed
sseparately (Fig
gure 11): (a)) the feet off the mountin
ng
bbrackets, (b) the back structurre, and (c) the front
f
panel.

Figurre 11: Explod
ded view of a RetroFab attached
encloosure. The moounting brackeet (a) is bolteed to the
moun
nting feet, whicch are glued too the legacy deevice. The
back structure (b) holds the mottors and sensoors which
new retrofit intterface on the the front
interaact with the n
panell (c).

T
The front pan
nel of the en
nclosure structture consists of
ccomponent hou
usings for attaching the retro
ofit controls an
nd
inndicators thatt define the new
n
retrofit interface
i
that is
eexposed to end-users (Figure 11).

While adding the mounting brrackets to thhe design,
Fab leaves a ggap (approximaately 1 cm) beetween the
RetroF
legacy interface annd the enclosuure structure. This gap
makes it easier to moount the enclosure structure and allows
the ennd-user to obsserve the statee of legacy components
while ccalibrating the actuators and sensors.

T
The back structure holds hou
usings for comp
ponents in plaace
innside the stru
ucture to preccisely position
n the RetroFab
aactuators and sensors.
s
Figuree 11 shows ho
ow rigid suppo
ort
sstructures conn
nect componentt housings insiide the enclosu
ure
ddesign to the ou
utside structuree.

Remotte Enclosures

RetroF
Fab also allowss users to optioonally construcct a remote
enclosuure that is nnot mounted oover top of tthe legacy
interfacce. These typees of enclosurees only consistt of retrofit
controlls and indicatoors and comm
municate wireleessly via a

L
Last, the moun
nting brackets fit the curvatu
ure of the legacy
innterface to en
nsure a sturdy connection. Figure
F
10 show
ws
hhow enclosuree structures deesigned with RetroFab
R
fit on
o
ddevices with diifferent surfacee curvatures.
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compan
anion mobile appplication was developed in JJava for the
Androiid platform.

ccentral PC to actuators
a
and sensors that are inside one or
m
multiple attach
hed enclosuress. Remote encclosures can be
b
uused to design remote contro
ols, reposition an interface to
oa
m
more convenient location, orr introduce new
w controls to an
a
eenvironment.

Compu
utationally Generated Enclo
osure Designs

To attaach enclosure sstructures, the aautomated desiign process
starts w
with a 3D sccanned model that has userr annotated
regionss, specifying thhe type and poosition of legaccy controls.
RetroF
Fab loads and ppositions compponent housings related to
the annnotated controlls on top of thhe scanned moodel. When
compoonents are closeely packed toggether, RetroFabb mitigates
overlapps between tthese housinggs by optimiizing their
orientaation. During this process, the system rrotates the
interseccting housingss one by one, aaround the norrmal vector
of the aannotated regioon, until all oveerlaps are resollved. When
no soluution is found oor the process is interrupted bby the user,
the houusings can be m
manually reposiitioned

T
To design a rem
mote enclosuree, the user load
ds in any hollo
ow
33D model and adds RetroFab
b controls and indicators to th
he
ffront panel. ReetroFab respon
nds by integraating componeent
hhousings in thee 3D model thaat will hold thee retrofit contro
ols
aand indicators in place. On
nce the design
n of the remo
ote
eenclosure structture is finished, the user speciifies the behaviior
bbetween the new
n
retrofit intterface and th
he actuators an
nd
ssensors in the associated attach
hed enclosures..
L
Logic and Interrcommunication

B
Besides redesig
gning the physiical interface of legacy devicees,
R
RetroFab can also change the behavior of devices. By
B
ddefault, retrofit components on
n the front paneel of the attached
eenclosure structure mirror alll actions to ReetroFab actuato
ors
bbehind them: controlling a ReetroFab push button
b
or dial on
o
thhe front panel causes similar actions on the original contro
ols
uusing the RetroF
Fab actuators behind
b
these co
ontrols. Similarlly,
ooutput is rediirected from the legacy in
ndicators to th
he
eenclosure struccture using RettroFab sensorss: a light senso
or,
oobserving the state of an LED
D on the legacy
y device redireccts
thhis state to an LED
L
on the front panel.

Once tthe housings oof all componeents inside thee enclosure
structuure are correcttly positioned (Figure 12a),, RetroFab
generattes the enclosuure design. To support legacyy interfaces
with ddifferent surfacce curvatures ((Figure 10), ann enclosure
structuure is created byy extruding thee surface regionn of the 3D
scanneed model, thuss preserving itss curvature. Thhe average
orientaation of the RettroFab actuatorrs and sensors defines the
directioon of extrusionn. Defining thee minimal surfface region
for thee extrusion innvolves the foollowing steps. First, the
boundiing box of th
the housing ffor every com
mponent is
projectted onto the surface along the extrusionn direction
(Figuree 12b). Secondd, the surface curvature bettween each
compoonent is sampleed, resulting inn another set oof vertices.
Togethher with the verrtices calculateed in the first sttep, a mesh
of the cconvex hull is calculated usinng OpenSCAD3. All faces
inside this convex huull define the m
minimal surface region to
be exttruded to encclose the houusings for alll RetroFab
actuatoors and sensors (Figure 12c).

T
The user can alter
a
this defaullt behavior, ad
dd extra logic, or
ddefine logic off additional ReetroFab compo
onents that weere
aadded using th
he Pulsation prrogramming by
b demonstratio
on
teechnique [19]. With Pulsatio
on, users defin
ne logic between
eelectronic comp
ponents by dem
monstrating actiions on top of th
he
rrespective com
mponents and record
r
function
nal relationshiips
bbetween these actions. The pulsation inteerpreter supporrts
bboth causal relationships (iff-then rules) ass well as lineear
rregressions (maap-to rules).

When ccomponents arre located on diifferent sides off the legacy
interfacce, the minim
mal surface rregion requireed for the
extrusiion can increaase substantiallly (Figure 13aa). In these
situatioons, the user ccan decide to have a separaate attached
enclosuure structure foor some componnents (Figure 113b).

IIn contrast to PaaperPulse [19],, where the Pulsation interpretter
rruns independ
dently on eveery microcontrroller, here th
he
innterpreter is modified
m
to run on a central lo
ogic module (i.e.
W
Windows PC or microcontrroller supportiing .NET MF
F),
m
making interco
ommunication an inherent paart of RetroFaab.
T
The individuall Arduino miccrocontrollers that control th
he
eenclosure structtures run a gen
neric firmware that handles th
he
G
GPIO pins as well
w as the wireless communiication. Even for
f
rretrofitted devicces that do not intercommun
nicate, user inp
put
aand sensor daata from the retrofitted in
nterface is firrst
trransmitted from
m the Arduino
o microcontrolller to the centrral
P
PC. This modu
ule then decidees to turn on sp
pecific RetroFab
aactuators and sensors, controllled by the sam
me or a differeent
A
Arduino microccontroller. Thiss approach mak
kes it possible to
cchange the behaavior and intercconnect retrofittted devices even
aafter the desig
gn and fabriccation is comp
pleted. Multip
ple
inndependent log
gic modules caan be deployed
d to avoid sing
gle
ppoints of failuree.

Figurre 12: Computiing the minimaal surface regioon for the
extru
usion of an en
nclosure modeel. (a) The coomponent
housiings, (b) the projected surfface region un
nderneath
comp
ponents, (c) the final minimum
m surface region
n.

IM
MPLEMENTAT
TION

T
The RetroFab design
d
tool is im
mplemented usiing .NET/C# an
nd
bbuilds on the Meshmixer
M
3D
D modeling pro
ogram [23]. Th
he

3
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Since remote enclossure structures only consist of retrofit
controlls and indicattors, only the steps describbed in the
paragraaph above are nneeded to integgrate componennt housings
within the custom 3D
D model.
Param
metric Compon
nent Designs

For coomponents thaat consist of parametric paarts (white
materiaal parts in Figgure 8), additiional steps aree required.
RetroF
Fab uses a plaane cut to trim
m the track off the linear
actuatoor to a length that is manuaally specified bby the user
(range of movement)). For rotatory dial actuators,, additional
extrusiions and plane ccuts are appliedd to create an aadaptor that
has thee inverse shappe of the knob of the legacyy dial. This
approaach can also hhandle dials w
with an off-cenntered knob
successsfully.

Figure 13: Depending on the surface region covered by thee
o (a) combinee
enclosure strructure, users can decide to
actuators in a single enclosure, or (b) group
p some of them
m
in a separate enclosure
e
structture.

O
Once the final region
r
for extru
usion is defined, it is smoothed
aand enlarged with
w 3 mm to account
a
for the thickness of th
he
w
walls. This surrface region is then extracted
d to a new meesh
w
which serves as
a the front paanel of the encclosure structu
ure
((thickness of th
he front panel; Figure 11). In another copy of
most 3 mm are
a
thhis mesh, onlly the faces on the outerm
ppreserved, resullting in a ring-llike shape that will serve as th
he
sside panel of the enclosure structure afteer the faces are
a
eextruded (Figu
ure 11). The wall thickneess (3mm) was
w
ddetermined thrrough iterativee testing. Com
mbined with th
he
ssupport structu
ure that hold actuators
a
in pllace, these walls
pprovide enough
h stability du
uring actuation
n. Thicker walls
ccould cover und
desired regions of the legacy interface
i
or mak
ke
thhe enclosure heeavy and pronee to tipping

Comm
munication with
h Microcontroller

The auutomatic instanntiation of the ggeneric Arduino firmware
on the microcontrolleers requires ann automatic assignment of
RetroFab compponents can
controll pins. The conntrol pins of R
often bbe connected too multiple pinss on an Arduinoo. If binary
output suffices, a diggital pin can sometimes be ussed in place
of an aanalog pin. Thee system takes this into accouunt and first
uses thhe specified beehavior to assiign a set of vaalid control
pins too every compoonent. Next, thhe algorithm seelects those
pins thhat maximize tthe number off components tthat can be
conneccted given thee limited set oof pins on thhe Arduino
microccontroller.
Once pin assignm
ments are finnished, the ccentral PC
commuunicates the typpe of componeents that are ussed and the
pins thhey connect to tthe microcontrooller. The micrrocontroller
then reesponds by innstantiating coode for controolling these
compoonents. Afterwaards, updates oon components’ states are
commuunicated to the central PC ovver XBee or usiing a wired
serial cconnection.

T
To connect th
he componentt housings to
o the enclosu
ure
sstructure, RetrroFab casts raays from preedefined suppo
ort
loocations on the component housings
h
towarrds the enclosu
ure
sstructure. Wheen a valid inteersection is fo
ound, a cylind
der
sshaped support structure is creeated (Figure 11
1).
A
After the userr specifies the locations of the mountin
ng
bbrackets, that connect the reetrofit interfacce to the legacy
innterface, a pred
designed moun
nting bracket iss put in place. To
T
eensure that thee feet of the mounting
m
brack
kets matches th
he
ssurface curvatu
ures, the Boolean difference is
i taken between
thhe faces of the
t
mounting bracket and the 3D model,
rresulting in the removal of alll faces that are in inside the 3D
3
m
model (Figure 14).
1

Comm
munication with
h the Companion Mobile Ap
pplication

The moobile applicatioon communicattes to the centraal PC using
Wi-Fi. Once conneccted, all retrofiit controls andd indicators
presentt are transmitteed to the mobille device. The companion
RetroF
Fab mobile appplication then automatically instantiates
the neccessary GUI eleements for conttrolling those ccomponents
and com
mpiles everythhing into a singlle user interfacee.

IIn contrast to
o the housing
g the compon
nents inside th
he
eenclosure struccture that requiire a support structure
s
to ho
old
thhem in place, housings
h
of thee components in
i the front pan
nel
aare supported by
b the front pan
nel itself. A Bo
oolean differen
nce
ooperation betw
ween the front panel and all the componen
nts
ccreates the neceessary holes in the
t front panel (Figure 11).

EXAMP
PLE DESIGNS
S AND USE CA
ASES

Using the RetroFab design tool, 5 legacy interfaces were
witch on the
retrofittted: (a) a wall switch, exposiing a rocker sw
retrofittted interface, ((b) A lamp, coonverting a leggacy rocker
switch into a push bbutton, (c) thee toaster discusssed in the
walkthhrough, (d) an aalarm clock wiith buttons for setting the
time (ii.e., hours + m
minutes), settinng alarms, andd a snooze
button,, and (e) a stove with a retrofit remoote control
containning 2 dials annd an indicatorr LED notifyinng the user
when the heating ellement is warrm. Below wee discuss a
mple design illustrate.
numbeer of use cases tthat these exam

Figure 14: Thee mounting feett fit the curvatu
ure of the legacy
y
object by usin
ng a Boolean difference operration with thee
scanned model.
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Figure 15: Exa
ample retrofit interfaces
i
creatted using RetroF
Fab: (a) two waall switches, (b) a desk lamp, (cc) a toaster, (d) an alarm
clock
k with companiion Android application, (e) an
n oven with rem
mote enclosure.
R
Remote Interac
ctions

Facilita
ating Interactio
ons for Users with Special N
Needs

E
Every retrofit interface creaated by the user
u
is availab
ble
thhrough the RetroFab
R
mobille application. This makes it
ppossible to control devices an
nd appliances remotely, such as
thhe light switch
h when one fo
orgets to turn off
o the lights. A
rretrofit interfacce can also seerve as a rem
mote for anoth
her
rretrofit interfacce. Turning thee lamp off wheen going to beed,
tuurns off the lig
ghting in the roo
om as well, usiing the retrofitted
w
wall switches.

Peoplee with disabilitiies are often uunable to operaate controls
that aree found on moost devices, as they require coonsiderable
amounnts of force or ffall outside the range of motioon they are
capablee of. The retroofitted desk lam
mp illustrates hoow a rocker
switch can be converrted to a lowerr force controll, such as a
push bbutton. A simiilar push buttoon is used in the retrofit
interfacce of the toasteer to replace thee heavy mechannical lever.

L
Locking Out Controls

Since R
RetroFab interrcepts interactiions for everyy retrofitted
controll, actions can bbe tracked and visualized in reeal time on
a fine--grained level (Figure 16). Using this innformation,
statisticcs over longer pperiods of timee can be compiled to give,
for exaample, data on how often som
meone presses the snooze
button on their alarm clock.

Statisttics on Applian
nce Usage

D
Digital, as welll as physical remotes,
r
makee it easy to hide
ppotentially hazzardous contro
ols for childreen. The remo
ote
ccontrol for the stove can be reelocated to a more
m
secure areea,
oor protected fu
urther using a key lock (Figu
ure 15e). At th
he
ssame time, thee attached con
ntrol on the ov
ven contains no
n
pphysical interfaace, making it impossible to operate witho
out
thhe remote conttrol.
R
Resolving Des
sign Flaws and
d Frustrations

R
RetroFab also facilitates
f
the process of resolv
ving poor desig
gn
ddecisions found
d in physical in
nterfaces. Conttrolling the diaals
loocated on the back
b
panel of th
he stove requirres moving onee’s
aarm over a num
mber of elemeents, which cou
uld have pots or
ffrying pans on them.
t
RetroFaab allows for rep
positioning theese
ccontrols to a more
m
convenien
nt or safe locattion, such as th
he
sside panel of thee stove.

Figurre 16: Real-tim
me monitoring oof the RetroFit aappliance
state from the PC.

S
Setting the tim
me and alarm on an ordinaary alarm clock
((Figure 15d) is often tiring. By
y retrofitting th
he interface usin
ng
R
RetroFab, a sh
hortcut can be
b designed fo
or automaticallly
ssetting the curreent time after th
he lock is unplu
ugged or a pow
wer
ooutage occurs. This is done by instructing the actuators to
ppress and hold the hour and minute
m
buttonss for a calibrated
tiime interval, to
o increase the tiime from the known
k
12:00 staart
pposition to the current
c
time.

K
PRELI MINARY USER FEEDBACK

To undderstand the exxperience of woorking with ReetroFab, an
inform
mal guided dessign session w
was conducted with four
particippants. Two paarticipants (P11, P2) were experienced
CAD uusers, while thhe other two (P
P3, P4) had onnly limited
experieence with 3D m
modelling. P1 had extensive experience
in eleectronic circuuit designs, w
whereas P2 and P3’s
knowleedge was limitted to basic prrototyping withh Arduino,
and P44 had no expperience with electronic circcuits. Each
sessionn lasted for appproximately 455 minutes.

S
Shortcuts for Frequently
F
Use
ed or Personalized Actions

A
As highlighted in the walkthrrough, the retrrofit interface for
f
thhe toaster can
c
integrate a personalizzed button for
f
aautomatically to
oasting bread to
t one’s favoriite toast setting
gs.
S
Similarly, by reetrofitting different wall switcches in the hom
me,
oone can makee new buttonss that serve as
a shortcuts for
f
ddifferent lightin
ng settings.

Particippants were ffirst introduced to the cconcept of
retrofittting legacy ddevices. Thenn, the particippants were
introduuced to the RettroFab design ttool using the eexample of
the reetrofitted wall switch (Figure 15a). O
Once they
undersstood the different conceepts, participaants were
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instructed to retrofit the desk lamp using RetroFab (Figure
15b). Due of time restrictions, the generated enclosure
structure was 3D printed beforehand and was given to the
user during the assembly phase, after they successfully
designed their own retrofit enclosure structure. Participants
then assembled the 3D printed objects and the electronic
circuit by following instructions on the screen. Finally, they
deployed the retrofitted desk lamp and controlled it from
the RetroFab mobile application. Participants reported their
experience with RetroFab through a questionnaire.

retrofitting heavy duty mechanical controls, such as the
linear actuator already supported, controls used in industrial
machines, and handles to adjust car seats. Another
interesting direction for future research is the support of
more high-fidelity sensors, such as microphones and
cameras, besides the light sensor that is already supported.
Cameras and image processing techniques, could allow
retrofitting more complex legacy interfaces that
communicate states using displays.
Last, the current implementation of RetroFab requires
actuators and sensors to be positioned directly in front of
legacy controls. In the future, advanced transmission
mechanisms could be supported to relocate the actuators out
of sight, behind the legacy device, in order to improve the
aesthetic appearance of enclosure structures. One could
imagine using a single actuator to activate multiple controls
to make the retrofit interface smaller. Besides this, the
aesthetic appearance could be improved by allowing the
user to remodel the enclosure design.

All participants were able to retrofit the desk lamp in less
than 25 minutes and saw clear benefits in using RetroFab.
Participants perceived the entire process as enjoyable and
were satisfied with the end result. They reported that the
outcome met their expectations.
Three participants (P1, P2, P3) felt they could design a
working prototype without using RetroFab, however, they
all agreed it would involve multiple iterations and span
multiple days. All participants appreciated the
straightforward, step-by-step process of RetroFab. They
indicated RetroFab would be very useful to them for
retrofitting legacy devices in the future. P4 highlighted that
RetroFab was an enabling technology for him as he would
not know how to retrofit devices without the tool.

CONCLUSION

As home automation and the development of smart objects
continues to rise in popularity, users will desire additional
functionality from their existing objects. RetroFab is able to
augment these legacy infrastructures using a simple
workflow. Many people could benefit from retrofitting
interfaces, most prominently members of the maker
community, IoT-developers, and researchers. One
particularly interesting target audience for retrofit devices
are caregivers for disabled or elderly individuals.
Retrofitting could allow people with disabilities regain
independence and operate legacy interfaces they would
otherwise be unable to.
Retrofit objects can be
interconnected, allowing for simple remote control or
automation, or can be used to suit a users’ individual needs.
The discussion throughout this work shows there are many
potential use cases yet to explore, and many opportunities
for future work.

P1, P2 and P4 mentioned they are looking forward to see
how future versions of RetroFab allow for more
customization of generated enclosure structures, such as
embedding the enclosure structure design inside a 3D
model of choice or giving a retrofitted object a cartoon-like
appearance. At the same time, these participants noted that
precise placement of RetroFab components inherently allow
for anthropomorphism, e.g. making a smiley face with
RetroFab components.
Participants recognized that this approach would be useful
in different situations, such as controlling the heating at
home remotely and saving energy, or for adapting
interfaces for impaired users. They all indicated that they
would consider deploying this technology at home.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

RetroFab has three important limitations, which we hope
can be addressed in future work:
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